
LESSON NO,

dbgreo o;e ruodttatioh and 3 ways o e hoaling

They are t

1 . Natural llcditation -• the condition familial, to everyone as
daydrcesiingo absant .mi3ado iaoss ,, `z stgivo state of aonsoious-
tees which vies ` share. with the animals*

Psychical oditation . -LTb'i"ch i .oludea perceptions "ooncentra .
t1on,, and .nspiratlon, (,1'eyohieal Is epokon, or as than soul
and not astral*)

Spiritual deditation . a three .fold way of, oonta alation
abet l^"ction,v and ill= ination In vshtch tho conseiouen` oos of
spirit,, . souls and body is one. an c . w+ho .Q -

In pttyehioal heal ,ne tbro.o thisag-s are oasential

R Tho' Will to bo healed
b, 3olief in 'the, neeno or agent to be Gin loyod
c A result Mat. be obtained that is propor-

tiona ;o to e belief ..

Josus asked three qu,e"ationo a

Wilt thou be I'3ade whole!
ielieve ye I am. "able to do thi 3?
According to yon".r berli+ef, be it unto you ..

Belief and faith here inay be used as .-synonymous terms ..

Fai ih , is, a c ual ty . of life in ,its elf and as - such belongs to

a ra,ngo . of .ntolli on eo. beyond the natural . . It is a soul quality .

It is really` the croat ve aspect of spiritual knowledge* Without

spiritual iOVICc a ion will not harm Laith ii The beli ef. belo e

to the ezpor .cnco of ovary viomen€x,

EVERY O 3JECT COMES INTO CO I SCICUSNESS IN- A TWO-FOLD VfAY :

1. As thou&at o
2 As admitted or denied

ALL LSENTAL STATES ARE MOTOR IN THEIR" CSNNS .,bRNOES. ;They are.

;follo%7od by bodily activity of aoio sort,
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It is, not intelligent, to accept a negative interpration of . .

He~r~e1is one "power of , choice that make's us arbiters of our own fate .

We determine the future by . the way in which we interpret the,

present. Nothing has any power over us-unless we choose to give-

it power . Not .even a lifetime of habit can bind'a man if he wills

to be free .

All healing which is not spiritual i

belongs to the mental plane .

belief. healing . 'hat

THE POWER OF RESPONSE ; The power ' of response'•implies power

of feeling, or sentience and this entails the power to act and react .

Each : ant- in the-uni -e has the .power to act and react in

accordance with the law of its own nature . In the human body the .

cells exist . by virtue of their own intelligence , feeling,' and

activity . Master the disorderly elements in the body. :-Wherever

there is feeling, of .anykind there`is con 'ciousne cry, atom . .

of matter has feeling of, some sort . Therefore,'variations in

matter are variations in consciousness;. • .The evolution of matter

,becomes the evolution of consciousness : -,-The-evolution of con-

sciousness iNs~ the unfolding-of-the-power TO,-KNOW .

The body is a revelation of what we are . A We are an accurate

re resentation of the consciousness we now ossessp p .

Th'" = sub-human. human. and mn er-human

Zn eali e have no knowled-g1-of .anything . We apprehend

only as much of the world as our senses are able to perceive .- `lro,

get knowledge we must pass beyond the sub-human kingdom- and the

human order'.of'soul, or thought and feeling, into the super-human

or spiritual order, which is the Immediate Consciousness or

Knowledge Through Identity,'transferring one's self from the
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113 o r te1li Brit to ooopt xt gati''v- into proatio21 of

fare. R Ono ponor -,of ( hoIo that i a o a s -bit 4 o af.. our o 'at o

ado dabnrr iAo the ,futuro y the ;way, in which we Interpret the

preso lts Votb-i g has any ?o der' ovoz,ua- t I oss zvre 'ohooso to givo
,

it povvor . Not even a lIfot me of habit a-a bir4 a m= if he wills

to be frog.

All hThaling si i oh to not spiritual s l)o , .a1 healing . 'hat

bo1ong 3 to, tho mental ~l na

.p,,, pcw. t 0 o Rr a?p i 't_ the ower, of rosponso implies pov err

of fooling o-#! 'ae it1c -ic o and this- entails the pQWOD to act and react .

EaLa odesno t 3n tile ., ul' rt7 {rr o has the j?7,o io to act. and ,roact in

aeoordanoo with t•ho ' lau of Its or n- natura, In the human body t ho

coils o b-t ,by virtuo oaf' Choir , e~ iu eli goncso , fcoittig: and

aot1vityR master tha dt.sordorly o1t. .icuts In the ,body t orovoz'.

'thozo is faolin 3 ~o a I ndr ho s , i ap se .ousnesa. r`er7 atom

of matter
.
.hae Cooing of eouo sorts Therefore' vaviations In

matter' aro 'i `ariations In consojC usn'eso . The otrolutior3 f xaotter

becomos the avolutlon o oone6iousrlea ;o 'bo evolution `o con

.s0 ou; enesa, is the: unfolUing of the povor TO M70117#

accurate.o '-bbody is a rov'olat&on O rr what ' c c~rc ode r ra an

vovrosont:ation of thin + oassouxas we not passot~'oy

.tholko a.ro three k :;ngd4vzs ! u 3--1utmn.. ht tan, and f3 per huma 3.

Ire roc lity 'vie havo no knowledge off- anything .. 'No apprehend ,

only as mu of the world as our. senses .aro able to por o vo. x!'43

got knowledge sxo must past bo ppud the aub.hu . k ingdoxm and the -

human .order of soul or thought and toeling into th~o suanor-human

or spiritur i ox er . whidh is -tie I aodiato Consoiouv:nrss or

nowtledge Th ,rough Iden ity# trs . asterring , one' s nr~lf frogs the
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subjective and' objective worlds into ; the world of Consciousness

Itself. The eternal Now of Perfection . .-

In the purely mental . order, thoughts,_ feelings,

are composed purely of mental stuff .

and forms'

Our problem is how to' ;find-the -Divine Truth ' of ourselves .

The stumbling block has been the body. The .soul itself is not

r spiritual . 'We -know the body aspect . of 'consciousness only as

sensation. Subtracting sensation from .our,cons, ousness, all

.you have, left is, breath, which `is .more-- like the .,vegetable kingdom .

If you can--shut-off . the sensat'ion'-of,-.breathing-,sad with it goes

the sense of vitality, 4i you pass into a 'state of sleep or

death. . .Then.the psychic man is left - the soul .

Let us consider the soul .,-.It consists of a cognizance of

,sensation, which may be analyzed into' recollection and,antici-

pation .i Sensation and memory of .sensation can be-distinguished

as two distinct experiences . . Sensation belongs to the physical

man and the memory of sensation belongs to the soul .

If" the. body is 'material, the 'soul also is material .
If the soul is mental, then the body also is mental .
If consciousness . is mental, then sensation is mental .

Our consciousness of-an object may `,be one thing today and,

quite a different thing . tomorrow, and it is the same object . But

we deal with it always-as our consd ousness of the object and not

our sensations . If con sca.'ousness 'is' mental, .then ` sensation is

mental,-and if sensation is mental; then objects, body, phenomena,

- cosmos, all are mental .

J . Human consciousness . reduced to its lowest ' terms is .made .up

1st - of sensation; 2nd -memory of .sensation, and-3rd desire

to continue and perfect sensation by'•repetition and t ange .

.r
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Thobe threo mode.,-, in tho natural atato are all .a know of matter#

riin d, a rd 1i fer or bod , Cou 3,y and apir .t

i ~ t :or h f0 fl vr3 .o {Zo, It. t ,ro . .on tgon is deli ro

C3 eno '$'o gro Tt , o^ 1 isn4 o, 1"Ed '0 -pfcationo i I'S. ' +. 3. eat iv

i po ling us to i k oc1ad~:'o of :Itt a 01f,...-

Sow, or mind in the natur h state is the t rea-fold .eognjgax ::c .e:.

sox .iation . , the: s,Lt'b j oo t :vo einory, 'ov record of -the OvOlUtiOn or,

c=:aoiou 3 ios the e c v onoo in aonee by rah 'eh. ., e :ha a refolded .

o ar povor 'to imo t . But it, itaalb` it is tho Whole or the DI'Ino

CoriseA. OuAnQ 0,4 ap ilYitw

y or mat tor, as yot i to- nor e than the f3crte r ward o

L.'Jf.)Mory of o prericn-sog 'Qraonn.L -and 'inlVor yal. : ode .. vi.s b ;o,

bled a avdi iio by thq soul , proJooti::r itselff throe. Qh' thetanr

mechanic . Of Its oven oroationA:. reflecting itself thz;'o'agh a eneat gof

as . f 1Oturo tt rawrn on; (3, or tooii - t " At;3 ?:f I t c the perfect

e az~as ion cry' .'v' . . ?rind.

To coo a body ~c ontifjca ly 40 an .ob jec tivo representation

of t:•ae Gvolution of onr onoc ,~a-a t ea j o, a great hole toc,7 zr 1 your

f3p . '' 32L1 t'1Q`irE;: t7 Tment ort Oho,-me . i. a the do re to which wo haute

unfo .dv1 . our power to flow, our -to-tier of rosponce too life tttelfp

4atc, by re i teeing r~uh cry ~~ivus 3 cond loons , of tho feud

as faithfully -as thoao; of Y;h ,ch we s:.ro A,+ iodiatc ly av ra : I'

ae '«r o vos uo fro t}~o . error- of meatu ng ourselves u r

consel US states :ono

It Ia: ossiblo to be really `gp .rituai i h ;le oon ittonod In

a 2 y to € ri3 quite c i hoe off` ,p spiritual Gonaciousrtosa as .

the animal is ignorant ,of ..tho hu ann eonsoiousneas . We can learn how

to, qutakoun our evolution from the lower . into the higher -order by,
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mastory of thin body,

Prom Our pieturo un vorse •t o soe five orders o c, st.atoa of
coxia :oiApuoss that ~.az a aI.roa developod . „

NO inora1
2. Ve ottib1o
3k . Anima
4f li X
6,a I'.ly'C .. .o

ono, two j, az1 thl?e oa . t o r. 3nct . o . o~~ ~,va o +;
.

Entering from the fifth, ordor Ghax e is author typo the pay hio, :

man

The su eonsc~ a ~ ix teal ,iSc ao T*phot .oi through tho

,voluntary norvo $ r oton.,

The dov3 ;once :t of c ax~spiotv,~n a . the c_ s~ !o t off` .
-
higher pov or° o f respo3 gob.' hzo ~Volutio off' ao o .o i o s , than,
o a ptoooza of quI ci nln the . owor of z*osponuo t o chaz .

Its habit of, Lion

Nad ,tatio U . t .c chia v pl no by vdfiioh: tht h hi.tc of sbns at• on
i .orited . tho in t ? otive min,, to otho 4 i t the habits and

thought of the . %to ico turrz1 txan . aro o11 t :tactxla to L Into a now

kind of . conca ouov,0 0;0
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EVO Phase Qt 0o, o ovo1uttou ltt- recd dor3 the body.

' o ofara whari we ran uto tho' d ;~.w ha o overcome. tho World.,,
T aeh incarnated vet aoar$ It. , h.16 unoonsc ,oa o .:~ that `h' gone
into the r € ag of tie old It .9 n'zaont 4 th e f o o t oo ap to .r t oa

the protean of .eroat ou Tha."1a of -tho: past has boen " tho stir rival

of the fitter t . it . is the,off' thin 1 W .to our ontnl

states that cora$t tutoa tho basin fury cc o t f c meditation .' hersr

foam, et,C a j - were v suable . o not; on8 for c ti c keniug the poro opt ins

of animal MM* Howrsvor,,, t xoso qualit eD riust now o o oroomo.:

in our hodioa them :pro two :a; pcctC "of a t vw` a

,:oraotuotvo

'' e cr~rr tr x 4 o io growth w goes. on break or water - .

ruption The: 'do6tt' dot vo.. Is, -rL 1' t-htie andalt-ernato in its actionn, .

The dOstruet1Vc part is largely self*c-oomc .OU8a, sloe it i$

'the- rosult of our unilao use of th.o error -uippli .d to us the

c.oizr~t tc tivo poison. a 2ii r 1 i re p oooe in, ` : o"body' 3a s3.x 3ys

o the ,proooss 4a?4ing plaoo in t ia. ou1 ''`zxc xr :a @ a$s3iates. Or

roj eoto ideas `in a a au.l-cr m er° . ., . That 'y hloh. it aoo pta or ff .a

It no to mat ih oxh it rolooza it =d en es a ttance to.. . .'o

break up the sub huk atat os of oonsc io aansaa w mat r.o j ect . a. . .

do ' them; stat we sha-oo .d noyer .fi{-ht thorns ' o tail eonstructbl vo.

thought abaovbt tb ~ onor r of t ho 3Qmrer olementa an tuba os t l%

. its alexa©sy atolou uicUon prctoaa which . is'

inward hidde . aim o aohb of vlli i o have ;no Oonac'iouo knowwl go . -

exGapt by tho ooa sari oji' o-f ouccoaoIvO etatea„ . .

Peyehology aolla 'u_s that all montal states are followed

boll .yr . activity of, :oomo t or't . Jamea aaya that all etatec of mind,
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even thoughts-and feelings, ultimate in sensation .- Subjective

states of consciousness become objective, and the body', reproduces

all, the experience of : `the soul .

Denial, rightly used, casts out those J6 vibrations and atoms

which have been produced by .wrong mental -energy . Right affirmations

will replace these by other i . bratinm, 'sensations, or atoms which

correspond to truth, beauty, and harmony .

Systems of our body;

1. Bony structure - relates us to the mineral,order of
consciousness

2 . -joints relate us
3. Muscular:
4. Reproductive
5. Respiratory
6 . Nervous •{

to`.locomotion and space

The chakras . act . as locale brains . ..,They are located in the

subtle body. ,

The nerves along the sp ne`'are'eonnected .with the chakras

the nerve plexi. The development ofs the nervous system gives the

measure of individuality . The pineal gland'. is-the undeveloped organ .

of the seventh order of .consciousness in the mass ., The pituitary

fbody is the i dspaiii '.a7y ....i'o the 'sixth or psychic man in the mass .

The chi akras 3

1 .-'Sacral plexus '- muladara - at base of spine . Those feelings
and sensations of the race are rooted .there, the social sex- and racial
distinctions ., This chakra expresses the-. desire also for continuity of
consciousness :. Body arxd soul are the material out of~which by trans-
mutation theauper-human order will evolve . Birth and death are-to be
supersededby another mode of life . . "Call no man on earth your' father,
for one man in Heaven is your-Father".- "Before Abraham, I am.1'
Eliminate. all attachment to anything in the world. whatsoever . You
ea. look out upon it as a picture of your consciousness . It is not
:you. -

2., Hypogastric - svadisthana -generative center . Regulates
the negative consequences`.of growth:. Keep the inner and outer con-
sciousness fluent - free from waste stuff.

3. Solar plexus -' manipura . Has rule over the whole body as .



agent of primary creative intelligence :. It controls the digestive
process . .-Generates and distributes vital energy to all the other
centers .- Upon its ceaseless activity the whole organism depends . -

. .It is really the sun of the human body . It is related to the
cranial brain as cause to effect, supply .to demand, of sub-conscious
mind to self-conscious mind - of the cosmic to-the personal . It
stands for the power that gives form to every thought, carrying all
mental states into equivalent sensation,~transforming subjective
into objective, working out in terms of vibrations the correct ..
results of. all the mind accepts .

4.3 Cardiac anahata - governs the heart and the rhythm of the
blood.-Mastery of feeling, the Hall of Brahma . the God who rules
over all and is omnipresent .

5. Cervical plexus - throat - vishuda . Represents the
breath, the lost word, it is the positive formative center of the
androgynous being .

.6 . Medula oblongata - ajna .' The senses of sight, sound
tought, and smell originate here . . It is the power that readsthe
akashic records the memory that is used to recall the Book of,
God' -s I Remembrai e .

7 . Sahasrara the synthesis of all there is - the new -
self-center the synthetic consd ousness that sees aid knows in
Spirit and Truth Through Identity .
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'PERSONAL, COSMIC, AND DIVINE MIND .

Science is a corrective to. religious illusions . Science says

creative energy is life in itself. Tt .knows nothing of it as it is

in itself . We'must learn to know life as Buddha knew it . In Jesus'

consciousness , life, mind,' and matter were one .,

First = there is desire
Second - there is the dream
.Third there is 'the mental 'image
Fourth --there is the form that corresponds to it .

Man's -body, testate of the nation, and the'expression-of the

solar system depend upon the consciousness of man .

Ndithing in the world, no,matter how evil it may seem, was not

once the satisfaction of some creature's',need in some phase of its

evolution .

There is a Divine Plan for man through which the energies of

all the hierarchies flow in a constructive .manner . They descend to

man. In man-they work in the same way except that man has the

choice to go with them'in harmony and love and build constructively ;

or h .has the power to go against'them and build selfishly . If we

could know life asit is in: itself., we too could raise the dead .

Life is to us only as our own state of consciousness . Death n ans

another .plane'of mind., The next life Is an immense expansion of

consd- ousness . ., We do not need' for die to . enter the spiritual realm.,

Desire to . clothe yourself with a new consciousness, dream of doing

it, ' make a ii ntal image of doing it, and then results will follow .

Life is the triumph off specialized . intelligence over its en-

virormment . As long as we hold our equilibrium between the destructive

and constructive forces, we hold .the vital forces .
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'Once we get the.' conception of matter as. consciousness, we

get mastery over,our bodies . The soul . and body'are actually,-

matter . Our consciousness an3 thought' . are the rulers of that,

matter . It takes time, will, and effort .

Meditation as it is usually understood`-is thinkirg ~ about God .

"Be still and ' known that I am God" shat ld be the "conundnd.

There are-3 types of meditation -

Physical.-meditation - which is the effort of the mind to
gain consc. ousness of processes of inward penetration.

Psydiical meditation - the generation of consciousness=
through special thinking, or through consciousness and
use of the law of duality . "

Spiritual meditation -,the regeneration of consciousness
in unity. ,

Physical and psychical meditations are concerned with the

world of effects . Spiritual meditation is different 'in. kind` from

the otbe .r•meditations . Therefore, it involves the`reje'ction of

both the animal-and- .the human, but only in order to realize the

resurrection of-both. ' We lose to find - we r,enoune to possess

we die 'to live .' - It is not the body that we lose but only our

unintelligent consciousness of it . It is not the soul-we

lose but only our ignorant way of looking at it and .thinki of

it . We cannot . regenerate the soul by idealizing it Spirit is

the Substance-Consciousnessof both soul-and body.
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-THE THIRD ORDER OF CONSCIOUSNESS

Every object comes into consciousness in-a two-fold way ;

a . As thought of -perceived-or conceived

b. 'As admitted or denied . r'

The mind feeds upon .that,which occupies its attention, :and=it

-builds its character out of this -material . -. It . is of the utmost

importance .for those who wish to`develop'a higher order `of con-

sciousness to determine first what they will recognize, as truth,

and, haviig fixed their standard, use it in their . .. dealings with the

phenomenal , world, including their own sensations, rejecting all'that

is not accordiig 'to their decided standardof truth . In developing .

this third order of consciousness , we make ourselves . masters of the

first and second orders . The latent qD iritual consciousness in us

grows by overaD.ming and absorbing the present' psychical and physical

states,'for.the more highly evolved intelligence uses the lower and

changes it into its own likeness by a mysterious!quickening process :

which is 'inward, silent, and -hidden, and of which we have no knowledge

except by : comparison 'of successive states .

.The silence in us which foreshadows the ultimate man will, if we

choose, overcome all these lower states of consciousness which repre-

sent our evolution through. sense. All self-conscious modes of thought

are duplicated in the sub-conscious with certain variations which are

of great practical importance . For instance,. our will to be'well

-suffers a weakeningeffect from-the race belief in sickness and dis-

ease. -If our understanding of .the body,and mind is clear - pain is

a sympton of disease, .- disease,is the result of ignorance both per-

sonal and racial and it has-no place in the •real .man. Objects come

into', consciousness-as thought of~and•'as admitted or denied . If pain
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or illness is present . in" the consciousness,,we' do-not deny' the fact

of its existence, but a fact does not become real to us until we

accept it . Deny` itspower over you . - We _do ...no,z .-make it .the object

of an: essential judgment . Thus we fasten our attention upon its

opposite until we feel that in place'of the pain. Replace the dis-

turbing factor by-,a harmonizing,, happy feeling . If pain or illness

is present in the ,consciousness we do not deny its existence,,but a

fact does 'not become, real' to . us until . we accept it . ` The new feeling

is produced by the sub - consc lous'mind,, whose office it is to work

out all the premises . accepted by our self-conscious mind .

All self-conscious modes of thought are duplicated in the-sub-

-conscious . From"°our point of view memory'belongs strictly to the

-sub-conscious,-'-Recollection is its conscious form. Conception is

intellectual "and rational, .in the self-conscious mind, 'buts it is

intuitive and emotional in the sub-consc ious mind. Attention takes

the. form of voluntary concentration in'the self-conscious and changes

into involuntary abstraction in the sub-conscious . Reason consists

of both association and discrimination in the self-conscious, but in

the sub-conscious there is no discriminative faculty .- The self-,

conscious mind can reason both inductively and deductively, both

analytically and synthetically, but the aub-conscious mind works only

by deduction and synthesis . It is essential that those who are

settig themselves to the task of regeneration' should appreciate the

-consequences of this difference,for, it`means that in the natural'

state we-are entirely.at the mercy-of all the ignorant experiences ;

stored up in the cosmic .memory of the sub-conscious self . The race

mind is solely devoted to .working out conclusions .' It-aver examines
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or,analyzes any premise you give it We alone are responsible for

.our conditions. There is, no circLms tance of our lives that . does

not correspond to somey sugg,estion .received`by our sub-conscious,

which carries out every error which we allow to pass the, bar of our

discriminating judgment .

We are from from suspecting how little we posses either our

soul or our bodies. 'The sub-conscious reproductive intelligence

is always open to° suggestions until we learn . bow to'develop invol-

untary self-control. Every ignorant wish, feeling, thought,, and .

Mind - .which creates according to the ideasgiven it . Fundamentally

in the true within,` "the `sub- conscious mind •is Spirit - Divine

Consciousness, outwardly it i.s the human consciousness- the soul of

intention vibrates destructively through the whole 'cosmic conscious-

. ness, affecting each soul that has-not learned to protect itself .

The sub-conscious is the Cosmic Conscious Mind - the Abstract Divine

humanity.

To gain the spiritual co`nscid ousness we must renounce all'

inherited and acquired beliefsand call into expression true Substance

or true'P:rinciple of the•spiritual consciousnes's .to take their place .

The soul or psyche, is the epitome of . our evolution .but it has only

the collective vitality of the race . To attain individual possession

direct,,_original .inspiration of its own Spiritual Substance .

of'the eternal life, each soul must be quickened and transformed by

Instead of-turning over. in thought what other men have done,

said, felt, and thought, we have to get at the original substance

of ourselves by which alone we can`know and be'the Truth .. By over-

coming ourselves and our ancestors in•our subjective mind, we over-

come the world by regenerating our memory of its evolution. The
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world and everything in it is but the outside of our spirit, and our

minds can'reflect either that outside world-or the Reality which it

represents . We should be able to . use the mind as' a machine that is

in perfect working order - we_should'be able'to set it to work in

'any direction with the certainty that for the period fixed for that

purpose . no other thought or feeling would distract its attention.

It is not activity that tires the mind - it :.is the friction set up .

by our ignorant use,of it . If the energy now wasted in the ceaseless

turmoil of puzzling about the right or wrong about our own or other

people's actions were spent. in,realizing1the truth within, our lives

would be quite different . It'is-this inward wear'- the wear and

tear that .works upon the body and wears-it down. At present we

--spend our lives in'slowly killing ourselves by wrong thinking .

Some do it voluntarily in the illusion-that after-death-conditions,

about which they know nothing, will be an improvemert ,but if they

could get a look at what 'is possible here and now, they-would shake

-themselves out of their dreams and come to life . They are "half in

love with easefuldeath" because they do not know what it .is to be

really-alive. It is here and now that we -have to realize the resur-

rection and the life which alone cane give us the immortality . of

continued consciousness . This life must be quickened and transformed
y

by the continual renewal of our minds . Our bodies are hanging every

foment. The only way of death that has any beauty in' it is the mys-

.tical death - the denial of the old self wherein the mind voluntarily
forsakes its false,gods'and proves its devotion to the God of Truth.
Everyone who wish to learn meditation has to practice some form of

affirmation and denial .



CONSCIOUSNESS - The Power of Response as manifested
in Spirit, soul, and body,-and in healing

Human consciousness implies two other-orders --the sub-human

and thesuper-human.

In time or space man sees behind or below'him and calls-it the

past . He se s ,before or above him and calls it the future . Con-

sciousness . at the present moment,, consists' in, a memory of an actual-

past, which we made from,the evolution of matter,, and the future,

which stands for the potential realizationn of Spirit . The one we

call nature and the' other .we call- God .- -These-'two - nature and God.

represent the extremes between which we find ourselves'-when we seek

to. obey the injunctions '"Man, .know, thyself" . . We are the middle term

in a Trinity which we do' not,:<realize as a Unity .

Theology names'it spirit, soul, and body
Theosophy - the ;•known, tithe knower, and the knowledge .-
'Transcendental philosophy - to kno, to'-be, and to do
Psychology - will, thought, and sensation .
Physical science - life, mind, and matter .

To perceive matter must use mind or soul . •Mind in turn can have

no existence apart from life or spirit . Healing depends upon

character and experience . Those defects of diseas-that are caused

by an habitual wrong way of feeling, thinking,-and acting can only be

healed by reforming the character . True health can come only as man

evolves into his'-spiritual and divine nature .

One'must transmute the sensation of pain into an emotion which

corresponds to the idea-of Infinite Life and Perfection . The pain .

repr.esens the old negative experiences . You cannot think this out

in'the midst of the pain but you continue to hammer mechanically at

the words and when the pain lessens you stop the words,-only to-have
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the pain, start again with .r_enewed'vigor. When you start the words

again, the pain may . get 'wor'se'/and- worse before it* .lets -go and you' get

consciousness , of~:the meaning o•f°;the word.s'you have used. When you

win'the-battle, the meaning of the words will be stamped inyour sub-

consciousmm mind and;you will have a new understanding*,' The'will

can be used to stamp out pain,but it cannot be used by itself' to

replace the pain with the Divine, 'Infinite Life, and sense ~ of health .

You must have feeling . You must have .-your consciousness •in the'

higher spirit in order to dominate the-lesser .'

.,In healing. one T s s elf and others- it is . necessary : .to begin by

alternately denying the power,, of .prejudice; sin, condemnation, and

judgment of others. existing in the race mind. To think mistakess

will correct' themselves if, we ignore them is utterly `useless in

overcoming the mistake . When we perceive our unity with the world

we find we cannot -clame ourselves without blaming the ., whole .

cannot. forgive another ufiil we -have forgiven ourselves .

In real meditation the faculties of the mind and body are as

alert as ever, but it is -a still alertness which , is "a state of such

intense activity that it is also perfect rest It has to be exper-

aene,ed to be understood . -Until we know how to . meditate, it is often

a heap . to realize some particular quality of Be-ness d and try to help,

others realize that . To change the consciousness of a person in dis-

tress we must not reflect that distress in .our own consciousness .-. W

must feel what we want ourr patient to feel . His 'consciousness may" be

absorbed in a negative- .direction,;,.therefore, our consciousness and

feeling must be completely absorbed in a positive . direction . We must

know the difference between negative-and positive sympathy .'-We must

realize for the patient that which he is unable to-realize for him-
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self . Realization is not, a matter of cold-blooded thinking ., You

will do very. little = good 'if you talk at your patient or even

.silently talk~at him, because the sub-conscious mind which controls

the physical organism through the sympathetic system will take no`

accourt of mechanical , cold, or tepid suggestions . :Its nature -iss

emotional ,' and at, the moment these emotional forces are violently

and stubbornly engaged in'realizing disease and pain and can only be

changed by a-strong and more determined - emotion of'truth .

to wake yourself up,to feeling what -70u say .

You have

Say "In Spirit' and in .Truth I am the .Infinite health within",

.so that your whole self, mind, heart ,- and body,'is quickened into- .,a

.fuller consci ousness of .life . Then your patient will catch that

feeling instead of the one under-which-he is ' suffering . Keep at the

good of your mind the thought of Infinite'Life and Perfection flowing

through you .

D .not attempt to .heal unless you have unfolded cont rol over

your toughtos and emotions .

It is not enough to-wish to do, good . We must prove the-quality .

of our wish by-learning how to fulfill 'it . This- . is the temper which

makes great artists,great scientists , the great servants of the world .

Knowledge is the supreme qualification for right'service, whether we

want to reform the laws of an empire or bind up a bird's.' broken wing .

To do good we must get at the cause , for to tinker with. effects is

lire pouring water through a sieve .

Every aspect ' of the name of God is ' healing . The oftener the

mind dwells upon some quality of the eternal substance, the sooner

will that substance be realized in .terms of personal consciousness

in the ciraz mstances of daily life . Modern man, to cure his • troubles
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of mind and body, must find something which. will bear-full' and free

`investigation on its own account without any appeal to authority,

This is the primary state of changing from-the old to the new con-

sciousness . It is asign of virility, of 'vitality, growth, and-an

elastic,clear intelligence .

The healing power is in, each and all . . .. Only'he who has

it in himself can realize it and use it for another .

realized

,The easiest way for practical psychical: healing is} .mental

creation, in which the imagination is used to create a mental image-

of health in .place of-the one recognized by the' senses . The motor

consequences of your .healtl picture find their way to the person you

are trying to help-through the interrelation of the sub-conscious

intelligence ' common :_to . .all,' which enables each one -to know sub-

consciously what is taking place in-the total mind of the universe .

An essential nature of the mental image is' that you must hold

the consciousness of the healing as already accomplished . If'you

think of i1< as a future possibility instead of a,present actuality,

it will remain 'the-*achievment* of- some indefinite :time to come .

Affirmation and denial rightly used are successful -in healing .'

The right -state of mird' : has to be st,eacIL ly affirmed in place of .,,any

ngative states .of thought-an.d feeling Never deny facts, conditions,'

and effects on the obje ctive. plane . . Deny the root, its subjective

and psychical correspondenceK, and 'affirm its opposite . To learn

meditation one .should practice the use of the'Divine words .and deny

,the roots of weakness and use-the affirmation of strength and

wholeness.
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PSYCHICAL MEDITATION

We have interpreted the word psychical as synonymous/vith

intellectual . Mind and soul are interchangeable terms, and duality,

which is' really a unity, but at the half-way point of our evolutionary,

series only half of the unity has found self-conscious expression.

Psychical meditation is an-attempt to'get control of the mind,-but so

far,it usually results only in cort rol of the self-conscious half-of

the mind. The attainment of a universal consciousness with its,

expansion,of the physical,senses into clairaudience, clairvoyance, .

.etc., leads, students to believe that they have reached the heights,

whereas the psychical world'of life and thought is ruled by .the same.

laws as is our earth world . Psychical meditation but leads one into

an expansion of consciousness and'soul that*is still the world of

d ality ; not yetis unity revealed . Meditation'at this stage has not

yet attained the Eternal Order; of Life in'Itself which . is the con-

sciousness-of the ultimate or .spiritual man. It has not found-the

power . :to transmute the sub-conscious into a consc ious builder of

bodies acording ;to .' :the Divine Plan.

Spiritual .evolution i's` different in kind since that is 'a Truth

Body that is, a Unity .,. '$ We must I arrive at a more ' intelligent uid er-

(standing at this point .` `The energies of't he .animal and the human have

been considered stumbling blocks ., We must'first win over the sub

conscious before we can do-anything that will be lasting' in* healing .

The -self-conscious mind draws the plans ;' the sub-conscious self is the

builder, and it builds according to the pattern set, up by the man of,

the ages- not the man of 'the hour .- unless you. have firmly made up

your mindto,develop the highest possible order of consciousness .

When you have set your will steadily and finally toward realizing .
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the truth, it is surprising how quickly .the sub-consciouss race self,

will turn its : energies'to the fulfillmert• of your will .`

The sub-conscious mind is based upon life itself, is rooted- in

the creative substance of pure being of which existence in its

fullness . . Is=Perfected. .Man in the Eternal Image and Likeness .

Words are be.ing~ understood in a -new war a'; different

interpretation is taking the place of the old surface values . TYe

very, word "generation" hasp changed .'i°ts meaning . There. is a growing

opinion that man's powers-are greater than he has '6v r gues sed. We

are thinking for ours elves .,.inst,ead of._th nking by authority. The

inward tendency,, towardthe psychical significance of things, is

making us feel that to know the truth ofanything we"must'learn-it

from within. Always remember,"however, that psychical insight and,

expression is no more important spiritually• than physical repro

diiction it' is merelyy a. : variation of the same energy, a transformed

period in evolution .between the • animal consciousness and the Dive ,

Consciousness

In psychical . meditation the self-conscious mind receives from

the sub-conscious an inspiration of• cosmic .memory, a realization of,

the universal soul .

In spiritual medi t ation t he self-conscious half I of the mind re-

ceives from ins sub-conscious half an illumination direct from the,

creative spirit of Truth,'- the bedrock of the Eternal Substance .

am the Ressureccion and the Life Everlastirg ." How can it be

I

transferred into direct knowledge? It .judgesthe,quick and the dead.

Our consciousness can function on both objective ard .'subjective planes

while the dead can function on the subjective plane alone . They exist

-only in a sub-constous state. We and the dead are both ; dead because
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we have. not realized our spiritual unity : ,Life in itself is an

unknown mystery to .us as yet because it belongs to the next world,

which., is a higher order of consciousness . Evolution itself is a sign

'of ressurection. Plant life is the ressurention of the mineral life .

Animal life is the resuamction of-the vegetable ; etc .' As each

resurrected order ."becomes-rvsomthig .different,-:66- the resurrected man

becomes an entirely different kind of being . Physiology 'says that,

growth is the fundamental law of vitality . Man must outgrow the-

preser order of intelligence or perish . . His evolution demands a new

way of living, a new order of, consciousness . His existence depends

upon his power to know . :The' continuity of . his consciousness depends

.upon its'#xabx capacity to bee quickened or raised into a fuller

.or more vital order of intelligence ., In other words, his immortality

depends upon his response-to the resurrection power'of his inmost

Being -- the,Christ,within. This response must include the body, for

the Trinity is essential . The body is the visible recofd of .the

evolution of consciousness - the expression of the exact degree to -

which we have unfolded our power to know . We cannot change our mental

states without a corresponding hange taking - place automatically in the

body, If we are quickened into a knowledge of life itself, if we are

raisedto a spiritual , consciousness of God, which means wholeness, if

we unfold the power to know our resurrected self within, that-quicken-

i& must inevitably be shaed by the body . We do not know life in it-

self until our knowledge is expressed, proved,"and made manifest in

the body. When we really know our spiritual . substance, we shall know

it with our -whole consc . ousness-, for it will give back to us our mind

and heart and soul and sense ., Every cell of the body will know it . -

In our flesh we-shall see God . We shall"see our divine nature



expressed ,throughout our entire organism, mental ' and sensuous.

it is, something- in a year Istime to so quicken the intelligence of, the

body that it . no longer, feels tiredness,, disease, etc. . No one who has

grasped the significance of the law of destruction'and renewal could

suppose that this teaching aims at the preservation of the body . as it

now .appears . We refer ' to a spiritual body, because it is-.An expression

of an' , order of, intelligence not conditioned by time - and space. The

unfolding of this new self -transforms- themental body into its own

Psychical'self-expression is peculiarly human . The, animal . can

reproduce itself only, but man ,can put himself into •,,a poem, a symphony,'

or a great idea .- However these ways of reproduction' consist of

body and a - saoul - an outer and an inner form- but neither i si compl et e

or immortal...,'1'he whole man is a Trinity in Unity - life itself'--

perfectly interpreted by mind into terms of sensation and form ; but

to follow the way of silence they must be inwardly forsaken because

all the energies are needed in concentrating on the one'process .

The reason we . must forsake -the, animal and human is because the

spiritual . is different in_kind . We deny them only t'o realize the

resurrection of both . We lose . to-find we renounce 'to-posseIss

we die to'live .

Every. mental . state : being' motor in its . consequences - the right

thought .and-feeling will. be followedby right bodily activity . .-ihe

change in tea soul will be recorded in the body . As the old exper-

.fences are'`,Aroused from the ' sub-conscious ad brought to judgment, we

are gradually called to account, .: for our own words and our own evil . .

.The ignorant ones are cast out,Wand the good remain to-enter' into the
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Soy of the Eternal Consciousness . This day of judgmert begins for us

at the coming of truth in our souls . Until the soul is thoroughly

purged with the wind ard fire of the Spirit, then we -may know the

Resurrection . It is this regneration,of the'body that distinguishes

the_new way of meditation from the old, ways . The sub-conscious mind

will rebuild the body according to Truth .if the self-conscious mind

directs the emotional energies wholly to` the, development- of . the

Divine within instead of allowing'them to .reproduce the old order'

of experience .`

The self-conscious aspect'of meditation is'not learned in a day

because'this essential way of meditation has to be learned by a

process of initiation - of 'a quickening - .-of silent and sub-conscious

teaching from one who has already developed it . If we can recognize

the truth of•a teacher and go to learn from that--- the truth itself

.,will be revealed to us .- To•perceive the truth in another-is .the
r

first ' step toward realizing it in' .one o,s self .

The whol human cosmos is rebuilt in one revolution of the zodiac .

We are reincarnating ourselves -at" each moment . WITHIN US IS THE POWER
made

THAT FIRST MDE THE,BODY TO THE ORDER OF RACE DESIRE . Man ha/gone on

remaking it to the order of'personal desire'and will- work to`the Order

of spiritual desire as--soon as he unfolds intelligence enough to

outgrow the old inherited "'and acquired beliefs which constitute-his

personality. The form of an, adult whose consciousness is•of the

'sensitive "type will und`ergot extraordinary changes' in the course of : a

single hour . The mind- must, learn,,. to' feed upon,-the-living bread of the

vwo4d of Truth. Thisalone can satisfy its hunger and renew its _-body .` :•

.Life in itself is itstrue- substance and only by feeding upon it can

there be-right intuition and right self- expression'. The vital process
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of reincarnation , regenera.ti'on, resurrection, is bilateral, just

as is the vital process of generation . Self-conscious activity

in mind or body represents the destructive side of the process .

Self-conscious rest , silence of sensation , of thought, .emotion,

and will, represe t s̀ the constructive side of the process, which is

carried on unceasingly by the sub=conscious mind . The constructive

side is the one .we ' have neglected . We are always spending-=and

destroying ourselves . The. more sensitive we are the more easily we

use'ourselves up . The quickening-and raising of consciousness

depends upon how*.t.o`,:listen'to tbe.:self within us - how to , receive

the perpetual inspiration of our creative spirit voicing itself .

through the silence of .the " sub-conscious mind . "I-am the

Resurrection and the Life Almighty within thee ."
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TIE . Ti EE-FOLD ' WAY OF SILENCE

It is three-fold because man is' a -Trinity of life, mind, and

form :.of' spirit ., soul, and body . The body of silence must be thet
silence of sensation physical`'silence . The soul of silence would

be the silence of thought : and feeling, or psychical silence . The

spirit of silence would be the substance-'of peace in itself realized,

by body and soul. This is real,ized 'through,the unity of_sensation,

thought, emotion, and feeling . Silence . is-,a synthesis of all

attributes, but our aim-is to develop out'of the psychical state of

duality in'which existence is .a constant . alternation between

opposites into•the .'spiritual state of unity in which'-the consciousness

of mind, heart, sould, and senses is ofd one kind throughout, in which

the single-minded student sees God .

The Silence of Sensation, the first step in mditation . It has

three stages : inertia,' repression., and "involuntary self-control . 'rhe

third' stage- shows harmony with-the sub-conscious .

'P sychical silence. -It has three stages silence of thought,

emotion, or .will or desire . Each one sub-divides again into the ' th- e e

stages spoken of. We are slow to learn . there is only one thing we,

want - one thing worth having - it is KNOWLEDGE, LOVE . God within us

is the truth of-ourselves .-

Spiritual silence-,-, the -'silence of our entire lesser consciousness .

It is a gradual, momentary process 'which works in the reverse

direction - that of renewal . This renewal is ainew phase of evolution

to be .realized daily, hourly,-continuously - it Is a new-habit of

living which gra& ally changes ti quality of the visible body,

transforming it by degrees from within .
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To sit still for`
.
10 minutes three time s a day and repeat a

creative sword. upon,'which you concentrate your- desire to know - . to

know the substance ;'br spirit of . t1 word' as a sense symbol of God -

is the cert er, the concentration point of consciousness . Choose a

dominant' sensation 'which' shall keep everything , else out . The

sensation of the chosen word - the inner sense .of'is .soul must

.,Overcome all other sensations of seeing , feeling, hearing . We . have

to get Divine feeling into every detail of our existence so that we

may realize it fully. Every single - sensation` can only be transformed

by being assocated.with the Divine instead of which our animal

inheritance, and in this way all disorderly sensations, pains, and

pleasures will cease to manifest - will-fall out of consciousness

of themselves or be pushed out by the truth itself . No habit of

sensation can long survive this practice of associating it with the

word of God.

Sin'is nothing butt the absence of God - the .longing for God'- .

the thirst of halfness starving for wholeness .' Dare _ to say the

wordof life even while you are doing foolish things. of which you do

.not approve . The truth will set you free . When your attention is

drawn away from sins, .it is wonderfi 1 how soon they disappear. ,It

matters not , whether we think ,ourselves good, bad, or indifferen

whatever we are will-have to go .

Our self- conscious -will be transformed by the' renewing of our

minds into a higher order of intelligence . Destruction is the

:condition of renewal .,. The personal self-conscious is'destroyed,

slowly and'surely and changed into Divine Consciousness .' To gain .

self-conscious knowledge of the truth we must begin bare, while we

have the body with its perfect double organism of functioning



both aspects of consciousness for manifesting man as he is in the

Creative words love , self-giving, will, knowledge .

Divine Image,. . ,

The secret-of emotion''is'•transmutation and not repression .

Let the emotions come, never repress them,ehange'their direction .

That is, the way . to spiritualize .emotion. We cannot make a blank in

feeling anymore than we can in thought.

Take the . very lowest emotion of that -comes first sex

ande hold' the wordof 'truth in it, letting' the' spirit of the word

transmute it for you. The emotion is all right of itself - .it is so

much mental energy--,changeits direction and it will take you into

Heaven.' Give it the truth to work ..with . To succeed -in'this we must

hold to' the truth while we are under the illusion., ,for only so can

we be set free . All your thoughts and feelings are on the' side of

the enemy-when you are caught in a' heavy emotion . The first change

begins in the sub - conscious . . The emotion turns from the old and

begins to - vitalize the new. Each time we hold , a'word in- the mind

the' spirit of the worcjfresponds .

It is only .by losing our present psychical way of thinking and

feeling that we are born .into the-spiritual life of knowing and

loving, which is the resurrection of thought and feeling inspirit

and 'in truth. The way of silence heightens and-quickens our mental

power . . This, holding of . the word of truth through all that we think,

feel, and sense, through all desire, will change the whole nature into .

the likeness of the word . All states- of consciousness will' be drawn

by the power of truth and transformed' from ignorance to knowledge,

.from weakness to 'strerg th, 'from darkness to light .
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The sub-conscious - order is best expressed by involve tart' :

desire . When this turns to God,,,then,the whole consciousness is

silent and receptive and there is no more difficulty. The - self -

conscious will can , rest from its labor for at-last it has come

home .

• _ One practical, way of starting the silence of involuntary desire

is to remember in meditation that the sympathetic system of the

body functions the, primary intelligence of the sub-conscious 'self

or mind and it is .therefore the=-channel th`rough which we realize

our Christ Consciousness . To'pass from .self-conscious affirmation

.and denial to this way' of meditation is as ;great -a task as to pass

from one, world into another ;'-' Tlii s- we must make a complete-readjust-

ment of. `the voluntary self . . When . th . sub-consd ous .mind answers

t1e call of the self-o nsci ous min it is, always' in terms of feeling,

but if,-the self-conscious mind refuses the experiere es of the paw

and calls for the truth only,-it will receive that . When the self-

conscious mind and the sub-conscious mind work as . one, then t1

day of Illumination has dawned.


